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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, a model for solving the deadlock detection problem is introduced by 
using the formalism of the Automata and Languages Theory. The abstraction allows one to model 
the wait-for-relations between processes as a string of symbols. The set of wait-for-strings, which 
represent deadlock situations, is a regular language and it is accepted by a Finite Automaton (FA). 
The periodical algorithm for deadlock detection based on this FA has a linear time complexity O(N). 
This algorithm is extended to a non-periodical one by introducing, in the FA, the resource release 
operations of the processes. In this case, the detection time complexity is O(1). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Deadlock is defined in Operating Systems as the situation that takes place when several resources 
have been occupied in such an order that a group of processes cannot continue their executions [1]. 
The major consequence of the deadlock problem is that several resources and processes may be 
continually blocked while the deadlock persists. The deadlock problem has been analysed by 
several authors and a great number of results have been provided in the literature [2]. 
The basic approaches for handling deadlocks are the following [3]. 
(i) Prevention. The system is previously forced in order not to induce deadlocks. 
(ii) Avoidance. The system evolution is directed by safety states in order to guarantee the 
termination of all processes. 
(iii) Detection. Periodically, an algorithm examines the process-resource interactions for de- 
tecting the presence of a deadlock and, if it is discovered, a resolution mechanism, which 
consists of aborting one or more implicated processes, is applied. 
The mathematical models, which allow to determine the deadlock situation, are generally based 
on a graph-theoretic formulation of the process-resource interactions [3-5]. Some of the known 
methods for detecting the deadlock in such graph-models have different detection time complexity 
values (it is assumed a system with single unit resources): 
(i) The graph reduction method [4], O(N 2) (N number of nodes - number of active processes 
in the system). 
(ii) The graph traversing method [3,6], O(N~). An improved version of this method was 
introduced in [7]. 
(iii) The transitive closure method [8], O(N + M*) (M* expected number of edges in the 
transitive closure). This time complexity was corrected in [9], O([M2/N] + M) (M number 
of edges in the graph). 
(iv) The topological sorting method [10,11], O(N + M). 
The authors wish to thank the referees for their effort and comments which led to an improved paper. 
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(v) The adjacency matrix method [12], O(k N3), being 2 < k < N. A version of [12] with 
complexity O(k N3/log N) can be achieved by using the Four Russians paradigm [10]. 
In this paper, a model for solving the deadlock detection problem in an Operating System 
with single unit resources i  introduced by using the formalism of the Automata nd Languages 
Theory. 
A different symbol is associated to each process-waits-for-process relation. This abstraction 
models the state of all wait-for-relations as a string, which is obtained by concatenating the 
related symbols. Not all wait-for-strings correspond with deadlock situations. The set of wait- 
for-strings which represent deadlock situations is a regular language and it is accepted by a Finite 
(deterministic) Automaton (FA). We provide a formal method to build this FA. The periodical 
algorithm for deadlock detection based on this FA has a linear time complexity O(N). This 
algorithm is extended to a non-periodical one by introducing in the FA the resource release 
operations of the processes. In this case, the detection time complexity is O(1). 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the syntactical approach to 
the deadlock detection problem. The wait-for-strings with deadlock are characterized by using 
the theorems in Section 3. In order to define the states of the FA, the definition of maximum 
partition, and several results upon this subject, are provided in Section 4. Section 5 presents the 
FA proposed and the periodical deadlock detection algorithm. The extension of the algorithm to 
a non-periodical one is detailed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 is devoted to concluding remarks. 
2. SYNTACTICAL  APPROACH TO THE DEADLOCK DETECT ION PROBLEM 
We consider a system as an environment where the processes are concurrently executed. Fur- 
thermore, a finite set of resources can be used by the processes. The available resources are 
considered as single unit resources, reusable and non-pre-emptible [4,13]. The processes are con- 
sidered as sequential and logically independent, except heir competition for the system resources. 
A process only has one resource request at a time. Each active process has a unique identifier; 
we assume this identifier to be a natural number and the set of process identifiers to be finite. 
Such a system satisfies the four necessary conditions given by Coffman [3] for deadlock to occur: 
(i) mutual exclusion condition; 
(it) wait-for condition; 
(iii) no-pre-emption condition; and 
(iv) circular wait condition. 
Each wait-for-relation is represented by a unique symbol. The process i waits for process j
relation is represented by the symbol wij. The set of symbols is associated with the set of ordered 
pairs of the process identifiers. At time t, a wait-for-string, denoted w(t), which is obtained by 
concatenating several symbols wij, defines the wait-for-relations given in the system (not resolved 
yet) until that time t. If at time t ~ > t a new wait-for-relation appears, for example w~,n, the 
concatenation of wk,,~ with w(t) will produce a new wait-for-string w'(t') = w(t) wkm, which 
retains the updated information about the new configuration of the wait-for.relations in the 
system. 
We simply refer to the wait-for-strings as strings. We first consider the strings as a snapshot 
of the wait-for-relations in the system, and we are not interested in its possible time evolution. 
Therefore, the analysis of a string will be static and the detection algorithm will be periodic. The 
extension of the algorithm to a non-periodical one is provided in Section 6. In this paper, we use 
some basic definitions and notations by Hopcroft and Ullman [14], except for some definitions 
which are detailed. 
DEFINITION 1. Let V be the set of the process identifiers, being V C I~ ~ is the set of natural 
numbers) and with IlWll = g (11" II denotes the cardinal of a set). 
DEFINITION 2. Let ~ be the alphabet, defined as ~ = {wij/i, j E V with i ~ j}. 
DEFINITION 3. Given a E ~*, the set of associated symbols to the string or, denoted S(a), is 
defined by the function S : E* ~ 2 ~, where S((~) = {wi j /w i j  E ~,,, being wij = subl(oc)} and 
where the more general function subk : E* ~ ~k denotes the set of sub-strings of t~ with length k. 
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DEFINITION 4. Let fl, ft C ~*, be the set of all possible strings which represent all wail-for- 
relations between processes at any time. 
The empty string, denoted ¢, represents a special situation with no wait-for-relations between 
processes; ¢ q ft. 
Strings w E fl satisfy the following fundamental propositions. 
PROPOSITION 1. Vw Eft ,  [w[ = [[S(w)][ ([" [ denotes the length of a string). 
PROPOSITION 2. V0) E ~, i f  wij E S(6g), then Vk E V with k # j,  wit q~ S(w). 
Propositions 1 and 2 are necessary for allowing a precise model of the wait-for-relations oc- 
curring in real systems. The proofs of these propositions are obvious and from these, it is also 
trivial to prove the next result. 
PROPOSITION 3. W < IIVII. 
Proposition 3 establishes that the time of analysis of a string is finite. From Propositions 1-3, 
the following is obtained. 
PROPOSITION 4. qM E H, such that Ilftll <_ M.  
Not all the strings in ft correspond with deadlock situations. Let I C fl be the set of strings 
which represent deadlock situations. The deadlock detection problem is stated to identify the 
strings w E fl such that w E I. From this syntactical approach, two tasks are derived: (1) to find 
those strings representing deadlock situation; (2) to prove that it is possible to design a syntactic 
machine for accepting such strings. 
The set fl represents a finite regular language [14] (Proposition 4) because it is possible to form 
a regular expression for it. This expression is the finite union of all strings w E ft. Therefore, 
there is a syntactic machine, in a Finite Automaton form, which accepts the language ft. In 
consequence, a different FA can be designed to accept the language I, because I C Ft. It is 
difficult to find a compact grammar expression to serve as a basis for the automatic building of 
the FA [14], but it is possible to reach this question by studying the properties of the wail-for- 
strings. 
3. WAIT -FOR-STRINGS WITH DEADLOCK 
In the following, we use a modified definition of deadlock given by Isloor and Marsland [15], 
for an Operating System with single unit resources: a subset of processes V' C_ V is deadlocked 
if each process in V ' waits for one unique process in the same subset V ~. 
Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 characterize this definition of deadlock through the length of the 
string and the set of associated processes to the string. 
DEFINITION 5. Given w E fl, the set of associated processes to the string w, denoted P(w), is 
defined by the function P : fl ~ 2 v where 
(i) Vwij • ~, P(wij) = {i,j}; 
(ii) P(w)= U P(wq); 
(iii) P(O = ~, (~ ~ the empty set). 
THEOREM I. Given w E ~ and [[VII = IV, if lw I = N, then w represents a deadlock situation. 
PROOF. If Iw[ = N, then from Proposition I, [IS(0J)H = N. This implies (Proposition 2) that for 
all wq E S(w) and, respectively, i E P(wij), the process identifier index i takes all the N different 
values in the set V. All the processes in V are waiting for processes in V (deadlock definition). 
Therefore, w represents a deadlock situation in the system. | 
COROLLARY 1. Given ov E ft and its P(w), if IIP(~a)[l = lea[ = n, with 1 < n < HVH, then w 
represents a deadlock situation. 
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PROOF.  If P(~) = V, then IIP( )II = N and = N; from Theorem 1, v represents a deadlock 
situation. If P(~) C V, we define a new sub-system as follows: 
(i) V' -- P(w); 
(ii) E '={wi j / i ,  j EV 'w i th i~ j} .  
For this sub-system, the conditions of Theorem 1 remain valid. Therefore, w represents a deadlock 
situation. | 
DEFINITION 6. Given ~', w E ft such that [~[ > 0 and [~'I > O, ~' is an included string in ~, 
denoted ~' t> ~, iff S(~') C_ S(w) (iff denotes if and only if). 
Theorem 2 establishes the necessary and sufficient condition for a string w E fl to represent a
deadlock situation. 
THEOREM 2. Given ~ E fl and its P(w) with IIP( )II = , ,  there exists a deadlock in the system, 
in the situation represented by w, if[ there is at least one string c#' E ~ such that w ~ I> w and 
IlP(~')ll = I~'1 . 
PROOF. NECESSARY CONDITION. If there exists a deadlock in the system, from the deadlock 
definition, it is satisfied: 3 V ~ C_ V such that Vi E V ~, 3! (! a unique) j E V' with"i waits for j ." 
Let ¢# be the string which has been formed in the system evolution. The index of process 
identifier i takes all values in V ~. From Proposition 1 and 2, it is satisfied that there are [IV'll 
symbols such that wq E S(~). It is possible to make one string ~' with the set of symbols 
{tOij/Vi E V'} C S(W). This one is ~' t> ~ and verifies (Proposition 1) [[S(~')[[ = IIV'll = I~'l. 
By the form of the string w', IIP( ')II = IIV'll and therefore IIP( ')II = I~'1. 
SUFFICIENT CONDITION. If there is a string w' such that w' t> w and this one verifies IIP(w')ll - 
]w' h from the conditions of the Corollary 1, w ~ represents a deadlock situation and therefore, w
also represents a deadlock situation. II 
4. THE MAXIMUM PARTIT ION OF A WAIT-FOR-STRING 
Theorem 2 determines that for detecting a deadlock in w, we have to find at least one included 
string w' such that IlP(w')ll = [w'], and in order to recover from deadlock we have to abort at 
least one implicated process in P(w*). The problem is to identify w' in w. A method to obtain w' 
is given in the following. The idea consists in separating the string w into several strings w ', in 
such a way that the set of associated processes for each string w ~ are disjoint. Therefore, the 
study of the deadlock in the global string w is done independently in the separated strings w ~. 
Furthermore, this method allows us to define the states of an FA which recognizes the strings 
representing deadlock situations, as it appears in Section 5. 
DEFINITION 7. STRING FUSION. The string o; E ~ is the fusion of k strings w r E ~, denoted 
0; = ~[r=l...k] ~r iff V r = 1 .. .  k, ~ ~> c# and the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) S (~)= U S(~') ;  
r= l . . . k  
(ii) Vr#r ' ,  sCw')NS(J')--~). 
The conditions (i) and (ii) are necessary to retain Propositions 1 and 2. 
DEFINITION 8. STRING PARTITION. The partition of a string 0# E ~ is defined by the set: 
DEFINITION 9. MAXIMUM PARTITION. A partition of a string w E ~ is maximum, denoted 
II'Pm,.x( )ll > II"P( )li. 
Three results about the max imum partitions axe introduced in Propositions 5-7. Proposition 5 
determines that the max imum partition of a string is unique. Therefore, a unique representation 
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of a string may be done by using its maximum partition. It is interesting to remark that several 
strings have the same maximum partition and that these are grouped by its maximum partition. 
Proposition 6 reveals that given the maximum partition of a string, the maximum partitions of 
the included strings have only one element. This consequence allows to deduce, in Proposition 7, 
a relation upon the associated processes to the string and its length. Therefore, Corollary 1 could 
be applied with more effectiveness. 
PROPOSITION 5. Given a string w E ~, ~Dmax(W) is unique. 
PROOF. By mathematical induction over the proper prefixes of the string ~v, being [w[ - p > 0. 
We use pref(k)(w ) for denoting a proper prefix of w with length k. 
(1) BASIS CONDITION. Let pref(1)(w ) be the prefix pref0)(w ) = wij, where wij is the first 
symbol of the string w. Therefore, S(prefo)(w))-  {wij} and P(prefo)(w))= {i, j}. The 
only possible partition is P(prefo)(w)) = {{i, j}}, and this one is maximum and unique. 
(2) INDUCTIVE HYPOTHESIS. Let pref(p_l)(w ) be the prefix obtained by deleting the last 
symbol in the string ~. We assume that for pref(p_ l) (W ) (being Ipref(p_l)( )l I I 1), p -  
:Pm~(pref(p_l)(~)) is unique and maximum, where 
I I 
~max(pref(p_l)(w)) = {P(w')/pref(p_D(w) = ~[,=z...k]J and 
Vr~ r I, P ( J )NP( J ' )  -( I)} - {P ' / r= 1...k}. 
(3) INDUCTIVE STEP. Given w = pref(p_ z) (w) wI9, being ]w[ = p > 0 and P(wl9 ) - {f,g}, it 
is possible to distinguish the following cases: 
Case 1: VP'. • 7~max(pref(p_z)(w)) is verified P(wl9 ) N pr = ~. 
Case 2: 3! pr • Pmax(pref@_l)(w)), such that P(wlg ) N pr' ~ c~. 
Case 3: 3!P'.' and 3!P'."; P'.' and P'." • :Pm~x(pref(p_D(w)) with r' ¢ r" such that P(wlg)N 
P'.' = {f} and P(wyg ) f3 pr" = {g}. 
Only three cases are possible, because other cases would be of the form ]P'.', P'." and 
pr"' • pm~x(pref(p_l)(W)) ' being r' ¢ r" ¢ r'", such that y • P'.' and g • P'.", g • P'"', 
P'." N P'.'" ¢ ~, which is in contradiction with Definition 8. 
Case 1: We consider the following partition for the string w: "P(w) = Pm~x(pref(p_D(w)) U 
{P(w19)}. This partition fulfills Definition 8 and is unique by inductive hypothesis. It
is the maximum because it has the greatest cardinal among all the possible partitions 
P(w) that could be formed for this case. 
Case 2: There are two sub-cases. 
Case 2.1: P(wlg ) C_ P'.'. The partition for the string w is the same that the partition for its 
prefix 7~(w) = :Pmax(pref(p_D(w)). By inductive hypothesis, P(w) is maximum and 
unique. 
Case 2.2: f • P'.' and Vr = 1 . . .k  it is verified g ~ P'.. The only possible partition in accor- 
dance with Definition 8 is P(w) = {pZ,. . .  ,p , , . . .  ,pk}, with P'  = P'.' U {g}, being 
117v(~)l I = [[7~m~x(pref(p_z)(¢o))[[, and it is maximum and unique by the inductive 
hypothesis. 
Case 3: We built the partition 7~(w) by using the partition Pmax(pref0,_U(w)) = {pz, . . . ,  
p' . ' - l ,p ' . ' ,p ' . '+ l , . . . ,p ' . " - l ,p r" ,p ' . "+l , . . . ,pk} of the form P(w) = {p1,. . . ,  
p'.'-z, p'.'+l, .. ., p'."-z, p'."+z,. . . , pk, p,.' UP""}. This partition is the only one we 
can establish in agreement with Definition 8. Therefore it is maximum and unique 
by the inductive hypothesis. | 
Proposition 5 is not only the proof that the maximum partition of a string is unique, it is also 
a method which allows to build this maximum partition and also to identify the strings whose 
fusion is w. 
PROPOSITION 6. Given w • f2 and its maximum partition Pmax(W), then Vw'. such that P(w r) • 
Vmax(W), ~Dmax(wr) = {P(wr)}. 
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PROOF. We suppose that "Pmax(o2 r) # {P(w')},  and there are o2~' ~, o2" and o2r2 t> o2r. Then 
o2 = ~ff=1...~]o2 ~ can be rewritten as o2 = ~ff=l...k,r#rl#r2lo2 ~ ~w ~1 ~o2r~. Therefore, there is 
a partition P(o2) such that IIP(o2)ll > II~m=(o2)ll which is in contradiction with the hypothesis: 
~Omax(W ) maximum and unique. I 
PROPOSITION 7. VO2 E ~ such that Pmax(o2) -- {P(O2)}, then IIP@)ll- 1 < Io21 < IlP(o2)ll. 
PROOF. By mathematical induction upon IIP@)II: 
(1) BASIS CONDITION. Given o2 E f~, being IIP@)II = 2 and P(o2) = {1,2}. By using 
Definition 5, one has the following possibilities of strings: 
O2 ~ W12 , 
O2 = W21 , 
o2 = w12 w21 (or its equivalence w21 w1~.). 
For the three above cases, the only possible partition (and therefore max imum and unique) 
is :Pm,x(o2) -- {{1,2}} = {P@)}, and ]]P@)]]- I < Jo2] < [[P(o2)J[ is verified. 
(2) INDUCTIVE HYPOTHESIS. We consider a string o2' E f/ which is formed by concate- 
nating symbols of the alphabet E, in such a way that o2 - pref(o2~). We assume that 
:Pm~x@') = {P@')} is verified, and where P@')  = {1,2,... ,p}, being [[P(o2')]] = p, and 
that eventually fulfills llP(o2')I]- 1 <_ [o2'I < [IP(o2')][ • 
(3) INDUCTIVE STEP. Let o2" E ~ be a string formed by concatenating symbols of the alphabet 
Z, in such a way that w' = pref(o2") and being IIP@")II -- p+ 1 and P(o2") = P(w') O{k}, 
with k # 1,2, . . .  ,p. Using Definition 5 and since o2' = pref(w"), there are the following 
possibilities for J ' :  
W II 
W H 
= o2' wki/ i  E P(o2'), 
= o2'wik w jk . . .wtk / i , j , . . .  ,l E P(o2'), 
w" = o2' wl~i wik w jk . . ,  wtk / i , j , . . .  ,l E P(o2'). 
Given the inductive hypothesis and as Pmax(o2') = {P(O2')} holds, then the following 
strings o2" are only possible: 
Case 1 o2" = o2' wki/i 6 P(o2'), 
Case 2 o2tt = o2, wik/i E P(O2'), 
Case 3 02" = o2' wki wik/i  E P(o2'), 
being IJ'l = IJI + 1, 
being Io2"1 = IJI + 1, 
being Io2"1 = IJI + 2. 
Case 1: o2" = w'wki/ i  E P(w'), being Io2"1 -- Io2'l+ 1. By the 2 na case in Proposition 5's proof, 
Pm=(o2") -- {P@")} holds, where P@")  = P(o2')U {k) and IIP(o2")ll = IIP(o2')ll + 1. 
By the inductive hypothesis, IIP(o2')ll- 1 _< Io2'1 _< IIP(o2')ll. By adding the unity at 
both sides in the inequality, and identifying for o2", we have I IP@") I I -  1 _< Io2"l < 
I Ie@")ll. 
Case 2: ca" = o2' wik/i  E P(o2'), being Io2"1 = Io2'1 + 1. The proof, in this case, is analogous to 
that in the above Case 1, when the same conditions of Case 3 remains valid. 
Case 3: o2" = o2'w~i wik/i  E P(o2'), being Io2"1 = Io2'1 + 2. For this case, if Io2'1 = IIP(o2')ll, 
then by Corollary 1, the symbol wik is not possible; therefore I J I  = IIP(o2')ll- 1. 
By the 2 nd case of Proposition 5's proof, one has again Pmax(o2") = {P(O2")}, where 
P(o2") = P(o2') LI {k}. Then, eventually, Io2"1 = Io2'1 + 2 = IIP(o2')ll - 1 + 2 = 
IIP@')II + 1 = IIP@")II. I 
The criteria for deciding when a string represents a deadlock situation are given in the following 
results. These determine the deadlock situation by using the concept of maximum partition and 
Corollary 1. 
THEOREM 3. Given o2 E f~ and its maximum partition ~max(o2): 
(a) o2 represents a deadlock situation itf there exists at least one string o2r t> o2, such that 
p(o2r) E 7~m~x(W) and it verities that Io2rl = IIe@r)ll; 
(b) o2 represents a deadlock-free situation iffVP(o2 r) e Pmax(W); then IIV(w~)ll = I J I  + 1 
holds. 
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PROOF. By Corollary 1, Definition 8, and Proposition 7. | 
The following results allow us to decide if there exists or not deadlock when a new wait-for- 
relation arises from a given situation. Basically, it is another procedure for deadlock detection 
that also allows us to build an FA that recognizes the strings with deadlock. 
THEOREM 4. Given ca, w ~ Eft ,  being w' - w wij. I f  ca represents a deadlock-free situation, then: 
(a) i f  Pmax(w') : 7)max(ca), then w' represents a deadlock situation; 
(b) i f  T~max(ca ') ¢ Pmax(ca), then w' represents a deadlock-free situation. 
PROOF. By Theorem 3, Proposition 7, and Corollary 1. | 
5. PER IODICAL  DEADLOCK DETECT ION ALGORITHM 
BASED ON A F IN ITE  AUTOMATON 
In Section 2, we indicate that the syntactical approach to the deadlock detection problem is 
reduced to identify those strings w E f~ which represent deadlock situations. Furthermore, it is 
proved that there exists a syntactical recognizer in an FA form which accepts uch strings. In this 
section, a method for building the FA is introduced by using the exposed theorems in Section 4. 
A deterministic FA is a machine defined as M -- (E, Q, q0, F, 6) [14], where ~ is the input 
alphabet, Q is the set of states, q0 E Q is the initial state, F C Q is the set of end states, 
and 6 is the transition function 6 : Q x ~ ~ Q. We redefine such elements in our problem. 
The input alphabet E is given in Definition 2. The automaton has inputs of the strings w E f t  
which have been generated in the system evolution and have been provided by the scheduler 
of process-resource of the Operating System. In order to define the set of states Q we use the 
following. Let :g be the set of all maximum partitions included the empty set CPmax(e) = ~), 
= {~)max(W)/VW eft}-  Recognizing that I[:~[[ is finite, then there is a mapping :  ~ --, S C 1~I 
(and g- t  : 3 -+ 7~). The function g assigns a unique natural number for each maximum partition 
in g .  The set 7~ induces an equivalent classes partition in ft. The strings in the same class will 
have the same syntactical analysis. Finally, we define Q -- {g(:Pmax)/V:Pmax E :g} U F. The 
initial state q0 is the state defined as q0 = g(7)max(e)) • The set of end states F is comprised of 
only one special state, denoted , F = {d} which is determined by the transition function 6 as 
it appears in the following. The transition function 6 : Q x ~ ---, Q can be dynamically built at 
the time of the analysis, if the state (or the maximum partition) is also built when the string is 
analysed, or it can be previously defined in a static form. In both cases, 6(q, wij) = q~ must be 
computed as: 
(1) Take the maximum partition 7)m~x = t~-l(q) and the set of associated processes to wij, 
P(wi j )  = {i,j}. 
(2) Compute the new maximum partition 73max, which is formed from "~Dmax and P(wi j )  by 
using the cases 1, 2, and 3 of the proof of Proposition 5. 
(3) By using Theorem 4: 
If ~hmax = ~Pm~, then deadlock and 6(q, wij) = d; 
If 73max ~ Pm~, then 6(q, wij) = t~(73m~). 
It is supposed that the scheduler of process-resource gives the necessary and reliable information 
to form the strings w E ft. The strings w with deadlock are recognized when the state of the 
automaton is q~ = d. In order to recover the correct activity of the system from the deadlock, the 
symbol w~j, such that 6(q, w~j) = d, and P(w~j) must be used. The analysis must not be stopped 
until all symbols in ca are complete. Therefore, if the state q~ = d, we can store wij and delete 
wij in w, and we can use the previous state q for continuing the analysis. In this way all the 
deadlocks in the strings are discovered. This property is obvious from Theorem 4 and step (3) in 
the definition of the transition function. The time complexity of a deadlock detection algorithm 
based on the FA is O([wl), and from Proposition 3 is bounded o(llVll). 
6. EXTENSION OF THE ALGORITHM 
Periodical deadlock detection algorithms test at fixed intervals of time the state of the system, 
which is represented by a model of the interactions among processes and resources. Instead, 
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non-periodical deadlock detection algorithms follow the time evolution of the process-resource 
interactions and so, deadlock is detected at the time it occurs. A non-periodical algorithm is 
invoked when a resource request operation or a resource release operation appears. Resource 
request operations define the wait-for-relations among the processes and resource release oper- 
ations may determine that several wait-for-relations are finished. In this section, we introduce 
a non-periodical deadlock detection algorithm that uses the proposed FA in Section 5, which 
is extended with the resource release operations. The extension is the following. Each string 
w E ~ has associated a maximum partition 7)max(W) and a number of state q = g(:Pmax(w)). The 
maximum partition 7)max(w) is comprised of {Pr/r = 1. . .  k}, where P" is the set of associated 
processes to the string w r, which is obtained from the fusion of w. It is possible to prove that in 
pr, defined by w r, only one process is active (if there is not deadlock in w r) and therefore, only 
this process may do resource release operations. If the process i E pr is active and releases a 
resource, a symbol, denoted Ai, is generated by the scheduler of process-resource for indicating 
such operation. We remark that in the symbol Ai it is not necessary to specify the resource. The 
steps for obtaining a consistent state with the resource release operation, are: 
(i) Ai is generated by the scheduler; 
(ii) given i E P',  it takes place 75m~x = :Pm~ - {P'}; and 
(iii) the scheduler of process-resource must generate the new wait-for-string with the new wait- 
for-relations obtained from the processes in pr,  wj,k 1 . .. wi.k" Vjp E pr.  
The step (iii) is a momentary situation provided by the scheduler. 
By using these concepts, the extended FA is defined as: ~ = {w#/ i , j  • V with i • j} U 
{l i / i  • V}; Q -- {g(~l:)max)/V~Omax • ~} U F; q0 = g(/~max(e)); F = {d} and the transition 
function ~ : Q x ~ ~ Q is defined ~(q, wij) = q': 
(1) ~Pma.x = g- l (q ) ,P (w i j ) ;  
(2)  'max - -  
(3) if 75max = ~Dmax, then 6(q,wij) = d, and if ~Smax ¢ 7~max, then 6(q, wij) = ~(~['~max); and 
6(q, = q': 
(4) ~Dmax = 9_-1(q) = {Prlr  = 1... k}; 
(5) i • pr, ~Pmax ---- ~JDmax - -  {P~}; 
(S) ~(q,~i )  ---- (](~max). 
The time complexity of the non-periodical deadlock detection algorithm based on the extended 
FA is O(1) for detecting, and O(llPrll) for recovering the correct state when a resource release 
operation occurs. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
A reformulation of the deadlock detection problem has been introduced using the Automata 
and Languages Theory. The syntactical model provides several interesting results and allows 
to characterize the deadlock situation in the wait-for-strings. The designed FA, which accepts 
the strings with deadlock, is a deadlock detection algorithm. Its accurate performance has been 
proved. The design method of the FA is itself a detection algorithm based on the same principles, 
and therefore, its formal proof is also valid and it may be used when strong memory requirements 
are imposed. The algorithm based on the FA is a periodical one with time complexity O(N). 
It is possible to convert his algorithm to a non-periodical one by extending it to use resource 
release operations. In this ease, the detection time complexity is O(1). 
We think that the syntactical pproach of the deadlock problem supplies a formal methodology 
which allows the development and testing of deadlock detection algorithms not only in centralized 
systems--as in this paper--but also in distributed ones. We are developing new research works 
in this direction. 
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